zipForm® Plus and zipTMS™ Release Notes
Release Date: 9/28/2016
This document outlines the updates that are included in the 9/28/2016 release.
You can access additional help content and videos that pertain to the items in the
release by visiting the link below.


http://support.zipform.com/zfplus/plus_broker_admin.asp
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Broker Dashboard
The Broker Dashboard is available in the Broker and Standalone Team versions
of the product. It can be accessed by broker and team administrators.
 To get started, hover over the ‘ADMINISTRATION’ option in the navigation
bar
 Select ‘DASHBOARD’

The Broker Dashboard is made up of widgets that help you manage your
brokerage. The following widgets are available in the dashboard:











Monthly Transaction Charts
Recent Transaction Status and Approval Activity
Weekly Transaction Activity
zipTMS™ Weekly Tasks
zipTMS ™ Weekly Transaction Dates
Quarterly Performance Snapshot
Account Information
Property and Transaction Types
Listing Map
Transaction Values
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Monthly Transaction Charts
The ‘Monthly Transaction Charts’ widget includes the following graphs:





New Listings
Closed Transactions
Expired Transactions
Transactions Fell Through

New Listings
The ‘New Listings’ report shows new listings and lease-listings. Listings must
have the following to be included in the graph and report:
 Listing price
You can click the ‘View Full Report’ link to filter and sort information presented in
the graph.
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Closed Transactions
The ‘Closed Transactions’ report shows transactions that were moved to a
closed status. Closed transactions must have the following to be included in the
graph and report:
 Purchase or rental price
 Closing date
You can click the ‘View Full Report’ link to filter and sort information presented in
the graph.
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Expired Transactions
The ‘Expired Transactions’ report shows transactions that are past their closing
date and have not been moved to a closed status. If a transaction is closed after
it has expired, it will move to the ‘Closed Transactions’ report.
A transaction must have the following to be included in the graph and report:
 Closing date
You can click the ‘View Full Report’ link to filter and sort information presented in
the graph.
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Transactions Fell Through
The ‘Transactions Fell Through’ report shows transactions that have been moved
to the fell through status.
You can click the ‘View Full Report’ link to filter and sort information presented in
the graph.

Recent Transaction Status and Approval Activity
The ‘Recent Transaction Status and Approval Activity’ widget monitors the
following activities:






Creating new transactions
Deleting transactions
Changing a transaction’s status
Requesting document approval
Requesting transaction approval
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You can see what transactions need approval by clicking the ‘Transactions Need
Approval’ link.

You can view up to 90 days of activity by clicking the ‘View More Activities’ link.
Easily view an activity by clicking on it.
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Weekly Transaction Activity
The ‘Weekly Transaction Activity’ widget shows a breakdown of
transaction status movement throughout the current week. The
statuses that are monitored include the following:





Active Listings
Pending Transactions
Closed Transactions
Transactions Fell Through

Active Listings
‘Active Listings’ shows listings and lease-listings that have
entered into an active status. A listing must have the following
to be included in the chart and report:
 Listing price

Pending Transactions
‘Pending Transactions’ shows transactions that have been
moved to the pending status. A pending transaction must have
the following to be included in the chart and report:
 Purchase or rental price

Closed Transactions
‘Closed Transactions’ shows transactions that have been
moved to the closed status. A closed transaction must have the
following to be included in the chart and report:
 Purchase or rental price
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Transactions Fell Through
‘Transactions Fell Through’ shows transactions that have been moved to the fell
through status.

Weekly zipTMS ™ Tasks
The ‘Weekly zipTMS ™ Tasks’ widget shows checklist tasks that are due and
overdue for the current week. A task must have the following to be included in
the charts and report:
 Due date
You can see a breakdown of tasks by agent, set a timeframe and more by
clicking the ‘View Full Report’ link.
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Weekly zipTMS ™ Transaction Dates
The ‘Weekly zipTMS™ Transaction Dates’ widget includes the following reports:
 Listings Expiring
 Transactions Closing
 Retention Removals

Listings Expiring
The ‘Listings Expiring’ report shows listings and lease-listings
with active and pending statuses that have upcoming
expiration dates. A listing must have the following information
to be included in the report:
 Listing or rental expiration date

Transactions Closing
The ‘Transactions Closing’ report shows transactions with
upcoming closing dates. A transaction must have the following
information to be included in the report:
 Closing date

Retention Removals
The ‘Retention Removals’ report shows transactions that will be removed from
our system according to their retention date.
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Quarterly Performance Snapshot
The ‘Quarterly Performance Snapshot’ widget shows your top performing agents,
where they are located and the value of the transactions they have closed.
A closed transaction must have the following to be included in the report:
 Purchase or rental price
 Closing date
You can view more information by clicking the ‘View Full Report’ link
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Account Information
The ‘Account Information’ widget gives quick access to user, product and form
library information.
You can view what forms a user has, expiration dates and more by clicking the
‘View Full Report’ link.
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Property and Transaction Type
The ‘Property and Transaction Type’ widget shows a breakdown of all
transactions according to their property and transaction type.
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Listing Map
The ‘Listing Map’ plots your transactions on a map. You can filter by transaction
types, statuses and set price ranges. You can click on a transaction that appears
on the map to view more information about it.
A transaction needs to have the following information to appear on the map:
 An address that is verified using SmartyStreets as shown below
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Transaction Values
The ‘Transaction Values’ widget shows the number of transactions that fall into
defined price ranges. The widget includes the following transactions:
 Active Listings
o Listings must have a listing price to be included in the chart
 Pending Transactions
o Transactions must have a purchase or rental price to be included in
the chart
 Closed Transactions
o Transactions must have a purchase or rental price to be included in
the chart
 Transactions Fell Through
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Enhanced Reports
Reports can be accessed from two locations:
 From the dashboard when clicking on a ‘View Full Report’ link
 Clicking ‘REPORTS’ from the ‘ADMINISTRATION’ drop-down menu
The following reports are now available:
 Monthly Transactions Reports
o New Listings
o Closed Transactions
o Expired Transactions
o Transactions Fell Through
 Activity Reports
o Transactions Submitted for Approval
o Transactions Approved
o Transaction Activity
 Checklist Reports
o Tasks
o Listings Expiring
o Transaction Closings
o Retention Removals
 Performance Reports
o Agent Performance
 Account Reports
o User
o Form Library
o Product
Reports can be sorted by clicking on the column heading. You can select a
different timeframe by using the date range selectors and clicking ‘Run Report’.
To add filters, follow these steps:
1. Click on the ‘Filter’ button
2. Select the filters you want to add
3. Click ‘Apply’ in the filter drop-down
4. Click ‘Run Report’
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You can run reports for different offices by selecting a location in the office dropdown.
Some reports allow you to navigate to a particular item within a row. Just look for
items that appear as links.
Totals are displayed at the bottom of reports and update when a new report is
run. Also, you can export a report as a CSV by clicking on the ‘Export as CSV’
button.
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Message Center
Message Center is available for broker admins and office admins belong to
another office other than the corporate location. It allows administrators to
broadcast messages to a particular office or to the entire brokerage. Message
Center can be found under the ‘ADMINISTRATION’ drop-down menu.
Messages will appear in the notification drop-down on both zipForm® Plus and
zipForm® Mobile. Also, you can set a message to appear as a dialog that the
user will see when they sign in.
To compose a new message, click on the ‘New Message’ link. If you send a
message that you want to recall, you click the ‘Delete’ button. This will remove
the message and it will not be received.
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Task Responsibility
Task responsibility is available in checklists and templates. It allows you to
assign a responsible party to a task.
Responsible party names are added from the ‘Parties’ tab. After you have added
a party to a transaction, the name of the responsible party will appear as an
option from within the task.
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Accessing a Signed Document from a Task
You can now access the signed version of a document that is attached to a task.
When a document that was attached to a task has a signed version, you will see
the signed version button shown below. Click the button to view the signed copy.
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Email to Transaction
Transactions now have an email address that is specific to the transaction. You
can save the email address as a contact, send an email from zipForm® Plus or
use another email client to start a correspondence.
When you include the transaction email address in the correspondence, the
message body and attachments will automatically be saved to that transaction.
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The same functionality is available in zipForm® Mobile as shown below.
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Placeholder and Version Naming
Now when you fill a placeholder or create a new document version, the original
name will not be overwritten.

Enhanced Permissions
Enhanced permissions have been added to zipForm® Plus. Permissions also
apply in zipForm® Mobile.
The following permissions have been added for agents:
 Clear Approval Status for Transactions
o This permission will allow agents to clear the approval status of a
transaction
 Clear Approval Status for Documents
o This permission will allow agents to clear the approval status of a
document
 Delete Unsigned Documents
o This permission will allow an agent to delete documents from a
transaction that has not been signed
 Delete Signed Documents
o This permission will allow an agent to delete documents from a
transaction that has been signed
 The permission ‘Transaction Coordinator’ has been renamed Manage
Other Agents Transactions’
o The following permissions have been added:
 Create Transactions
 Will allow an agent to create a transaction for another
agent
 Can Mark for Approval
 Will allow an agent to mark a transaction for approval
that belongs to another agent
 Edit Transaction Details
 Will allow an agent to edit the transaction name, type,
etc. of a transaction that belongs to another agent
 Add Documents/Forms
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 Will allow an agent to add documents to a transaction
that belongs to another agent
 Delete Unsigned Documents
 Will allow an agent to delete unsigned documents for a
transaction that belongs to another agent
 Delete Signed Documents
 Will allow an agent to delete signed documents for a
transaction that belongs to another agent
 Edit Documents/Forms
 Will allow an agent to edit forms and documents for a
transaction that belongs to another agent
The following permissions have been added for transaction coordinators:
 Edit Transaction Details
o Will allow a transaction coordinator to edit the transaction name,
type, etc. of a transaction that belongs to another agent
 Create Transaction
o Will allow an agent to create transactions for another agent
 Add Documents/Forms
o Will allow a transaction coordinator to add documents to a
transaction that belongs to another agent
 Delete Unsigned Documents
o Will allow a transaction coordinator to delete unsigned documents
for a transaction that belongs to another agent
 Delete Signed Documents
o Will allow a transaction coordinator to delete signed documents for a
transaction that belongs to another agent
 Edit Documents/Forms
o Will allow a transaction coordinator to edit forms and documents for
a transaction that belongs to another agent
The ability to delete signed and unsigned documents can be set at the office and
brokerage level.
*If a user belongs to multiple offices and one of the offices is able to delete
signed documents, the user will be able to delete documents in the other offices
to which they are assigned.
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Transaction Roles for Contacts
Transaction roles have been added to contacts. Contact fields change depending
on the transaction role you select. The fields correspond to the same fields that
are available in the transaction party section.
When you save a transaction party as a contact, it automatically saves the
corresponding fields with the contact.
You can change the transaction role for the contact after it has been saved.
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Profile Changed Email
If you change your password or update other information in your profile, you will
receive an email informing you that a change occurred. This is to help you
monitor account activity and ensure no one else is accessing your account.
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Bug Fixes
The following production bugs were reported and have been fixed for this
release:
 After adding a new document version, you could no longer access
previous versions of the document
 After deleting an escrow number, it would still appear in the transaction list
 The ‘Skip’ button was missing for users that needed to enter their NRDS ID
 When saving a document as a PDF, strikeouts were not appearing
 In zipForm® Mobile, an expiration date couldn’t be changed if there were
not any documents in the transaction
 The form list panel was not extending to the footer
 The zipLogix™ notifications option wasn’t appearing at the bottom of the
chat/xmpp filters
 The status of a locked transaction could be changed from the transaction
checklist tab
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